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Policy on Guns and Violence:  
Illegal Guns are the Ticket to Prison 

  
In the past year, our Office has focused its efforts with notable success on prosecuting the 

most violent and vicious criminals in our community.  In 2015, we prosecuted 158 defendants in 
gang cases; 41 percent of those defendants were charged with gun crimes.  These gangs claimed 
home bases in the Cities of Cleveland and Maple Heights and concentrated their violent activities 
in Cleveland’s Second, Fourth, and Fifth Police Districts and the surrounding communities. The 
effect of Cleveland Police Department’s expanded Gang Impact Unit has been extremely 
important to this success. Working with all our law enforcement partners, we pursued these 
criminals aggressively, and with what we have learned, we will continue to do even more to end 
their gang violence.  

 
Going forward, this Office will continue to take all reasonable steps to reduce the use of 

guns in crime and the illegal possession of guns in Cuyahoga County by focusing our attention on 
those criminals who use, carry, and possess illegal guns. We will, as a policy, seek prison time for 
those felons who commit gun crimes in our County by adopting the following general guidelines: 

 
1. Retain more gun specifications that require mandatory prison time as part of 

plea bargains. 
 
2. Retain charges of Having Weapons while Under Disability as part of plea 

bargains.  Strongly advocate at sentencing hearings for prison sentences for 
these felons who illegally possess weapons. 
 

3. Retain charges of Carrying Concealed Weapons and related offenses as part of 
plea bargains unless there are unusual and compelling circumstances; any 
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reduction can only be approved by the Criminal Division Chief. Argue for 
incarceration at sentencing. 

 
4. Ensure that all guns are NIBIN checked and to submit results for review to the 

Crime Strategies Unit.  We recognize that a backlog exists in testing and 
entering firearms into NIBIN and that results may be delayed, but it is the 
assigned APA’s responsibility to ensure the test is completed. 

5. Immediately identify and prioritize gun cases as they enter the system.   Many 
times gun use is mixed in with other criminal matters.  If gun charges are part 
of the spectrum of offenses, we will make the case a priority and ensure 
maximum provable charges for habitual and dangerous violent offenders.  The 
gun cases will be separately tracked to see if we are consistent and achieving 
our objectives.  

 
6. Vigorously oppose low or personal recognizance bonds on gun crimes in order 

to keep these offenders from committing new crimes, harming new victims or 
fleeing while a case is pending.  Justice Department studies show that the most 
dangerous individual and the most likely to reoffend is the one with a prior 
record who is charged with a violent offense and has been released on bond 
while awaiting trial. Once we have identified these dangerous gun-bearing 
criminals, it will be our responsibility individually and as an office to see that the 
case doesn’t get lost in the shuffle. 

 
7. Work to increase sentences in gun cases through the retention of charges and 

vigorous advocacy for appropriate prison sentences. 
 
This gun policy will send a deterrent message to violent criminals and gangs that illegal 

guns are the ticket to prison. We also recognize that these steps may result in significantly more 
trials. They will be worth the time and effort because of the positive impact on the safety of the 
communities. 

 
The reasons why we need to do this are clear. 
 
Statistics from 2015 reveal a concentration of crime, violence, and victimization in 

relatively small geographical areas of our County. Criminals in those small communities are 
holding honest citizens hostage while more and more residents there become victims of serial 
offenders.  Even children, as we saw all too often in 2015 shootings, are not exempt from the 
terror.  We are faced with the following reality from this past year: 

 The homicide rate in Cuyahoga County was 1.2 deaths per 10,000 residents; 
 The homicide rate in Cleveland was 3.3 deaths per 10,000; 
 The homicide rate in Cleveland’s Fifth District was 5.1 deaths per 10,000;  
 The homicide rate in Cleveland’s Fourth District was 5.8 deaths per 10,000; while 
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 The homicide rate outside the City of Cleveland was only 0.3 deaths per 10,000 
residents.   

 
We see a similar pattern among our violent indictments1:  
 
 Violent Crime Indictments in Cuyahoga County were 33 per 10,000 residents; 
 Violent Crime Indictments in the Fifth District were 62 per 10,000; 
 Violent Crime Indictments in the Second District were 72 per 10,000; and 
 Violent Crime Indictments in Cleveland’s Fourth District were 97 per 10,000. 
 
What can this Office do to end this carnage?  
 
Across the country, prosecutors have effectively waged war against criminals with guns 

by prosecuting these felons to the full extent of the law — and by unwaveringly using all laws 
available to incarcerate those who pose the greatest danger to the community.  Ohio gun laws are 
tough, and we will use them to remove the violent and dangerous from our communities.   

 
If we pay close attention to relevant data and violence analysis we can help direct our 

limited resources to the individuals, groups, and locations that originate violence rather than 
starting our efforts only at the murder scene. New York City Police Commissioner William J. 
Bratton recently described his gun crime reduction efforts as “a drill down on the small universe 
of those responsible for shootings” and murders in the city. We intend to do the same. Our 
objective going forward is to focus on habitual, dangerous, and violent criminals.  And we must 
place special attention and focus our limited resources on combatting gun crimes in Cuyahoga 
County.  

 
Overall, 18 percent or 1,835 of 2015’s defendants were charged with a crime that carried 

a gun specification, with having weapons under disability, or with carrying a concealed a weapon.  
The use of guns in crimes and the illegal possession of firearms is a serious problem in our County, 
and it is highly concentrated in the same areas where we see inordinate rates of violent crime: 

 
 70 percent of these 1,835 gun cases originated in the City of Cleveland; 
 Nearly one in four gun cases originated in the Fourth District; In other words, a 

quarter of the gun and gun violence originated in less than 4% of the County’s 
total land area. 

 Of the 10,500 criminal defendants we indicted in 2015, one in 10 were charged 
with gun specifications. 

 In the Fourth District, two in 10 defendants are charged with gun specifications, 
double the norm.  
 

                                                 
1 These numbers reflect different criminal acts, not simply individual defendants, as some individuals were free to commit 

multiple offenses, often with multiple victims. 
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We know that gun crimes are higher in certain geographical areas within our County, and 
it is no coincidence that homicide rates are highest where gun crimes are most prevalent. And we 
are not alone in seeing and confronting the rise of illegal street guns that are used in the violent 
crimes plaguing our neighborhoods. Nationally, guns cause more deaths than automobiles.  

  
The Manhattan District Attorney, Cyrus Vance has shown that with aggressive and 

thorough prosecution of felons with firearms, the community is better off.  In New York City, full 
prosecution of felons with illegal guns is part of the reason for  an amazing reduction in shootings 
— down  46 percent since 2010— and a 49 percent reduction in homicides in Manhattan over 
that same time.  These admirable results are due in good part to prosecutors using tough gun laws 
and not relenting in prosecuting those criminals who use firearms in their crimes.   

 
New York City’s success has not gone unnoticed.  Boston also increased attention on gun 

crimes and moved to swiftly prosecute these cases, not allowing violent felons facing mandatory 
sentences to be in the community long on bond or avoid 18 month prison sentences by plea deals.  
Cities like San Francisco have taken other measures in conjunction with prosecuting gun cases 
intently; San Francisco saw violent crime fall by 24 percent in 2014. 

 
We can work together in Cuyahoga County with the police agencies and courts to match 

that progress of other cities and adopt their best practices in Cuyahoga County.  Not only can we 
be tough on gun crimes, we can continue to prosecute the gangs plaguing our County’s 
neighborhoods where the greatest amount of victimization occurs.   

 
For an examples of a case that can make a difference to a neighborhood’s safety, in 

November 2015 members of the Cleveland Police Department’s Gang Impact Unit recovered four 
handguns and an AK-47 from a home in Maple Heights. That led to the indictment of 14 members 
of the Fleet Boys and the Maple Heights Sect of the Heartless Felons in an 85-count indictment.  
These gang members were indicted for gun crimes, and for serious felonies ranging from drug 
trafficking to attempted murder. 

 
In another example, 38 adults and juveniles were charged for their participation in the 

extremely violent BBE/900 gang that terrorized public places around the city of Cleveland from 
the home base on the west side. Today, the BBE gang is sitting in prison or juvenile detention 
because of our concentration on these dangerous offenders. 

 
In addition to seeking more prison time on violent offenders, we must and will do more 

to solve open cases by ensuring that any firearm taken as evidence by our law enforcement 
partners will be subject to check and entry in the National Integrated Ballistic Information 
Network (NIBIN).  The NIBIN system is an invaluable tool in fighting violent crime.  The City of 
Phoenix started aggressively targeting gangs plaguing their city in 2007 – within 18 months of 
fully using NIBIN, police were able to solve 15 violent cases that likely would have remained open 
without the use of NIBIN.   
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We have seen NIBIN’s value in our own County.  An example to illustrate: Marcus Ladson 
fired a shot at his girlfriend in Warrensville Heights.  He was arrested with the gun he used.  
Entering the gun into NIBIN revealed the gun to be used in five different crimes that were being 
investigated. The investigation of Ladson’s weapon led to an indictment of Ladson for the March 
15, 2015 murder of Curtis Avent.  A NIBIN search of shell casings found in October 2015 led to 
the indictment of Martel Taylor for the July aggravated robbery of two people. 

 
Using the NIBIN process on evidence recovered in the Maple Heights bust cited above has 

led to the indictment of four J-Park gang members for the 2013 murder of an innocent bystander 
to one of the gang’s frequent outbursts of violence. 

 
We simply cannot tolerate the illegal use and possession of guns by criminals in Cuyahoga 

County. “Tough on criminals with guns” is not just a slogan; it is a mission we must embrace to 
end the violence in our communities.    

 
Currently, those felons convicted with gun specifications receive an average of 10.1 total 

years in prison.  Prison sentences for those defendants in which we do not keep mandatory gun 
specifications average 3 years.   And those sentences are not concentrated in the City of Cleveland; 
for defendants indicted with gun specifications the average sentence imposed is 6.5 years 
whether the case originated in Cleveland or outside it. 

 
We all need to remind ourselves of the devastation that the illegal use of guns has had 

throughout our community.   Every day that a habitual and violent offender spends in prison is a 
day that a citizen in our County will not become another victim of that serial criminal.  That means 
that every day we must strive to remove the repeat violent offenders from our streets and thus 
reduce the number of future victims and increase the public’s confidence in their system of 
justice.   

 
Our objective is to increase convictions and sentences on the nearly one-fifth of cases in 

which weapons are used illegally. This will reduce further violence in both the long- and short-
runs, because the same armed and violent offenders are often those who repeatedly commit 
crimes. Simply making the repeat violent offenders unavailable (in prison) will in itself reduce 
violent crime and make the City a safer place to live.   

 
We expect to see improvements in our performance measures by the end of this year as 

we work to increase the prison time imposed on gun cases and to follow the other steps outlined 
in this policy statement.  These steps alone will not be enough. We must continue to look for and 
promote solutions to the problems caused by the illegal possession and use of firearms by 
criminals. We and our partners in law enforcement, courts, education, social services, churches 
and other sectors will address the issues of guns and violence in our County and make all of our 
neighborhoods safer. 


